This article highlights a range of design and analytical tools for studying the cross-cultural communication of emotion using forced-choice experimental designs. American, Indian, and Japanese participants judged facial expressions from all 3 cultures. A factorial experimental design is used, balanced n × n across cultures, to separate "absolute" cultural differences from "relational" effects characterizing the relationship between the emotion expressor and perceiver. Use of a response bias correction is illustrated for the tendency to endorse particular multiple-choice categories more often than others. Treating response bias also as an opportunity to gain insight into attributional style, the authors examined similarities and differences in response patterns across cultural groups. Finally, the authors examined patterns in the errors or confusions that participants make during emotion recognition and documented strong similarity across cultures.
The long-standing debate between psychologists who argue whether emotions are universal versus culturally specific is ceding to attempts to integrate evidence for both perspectives (e.g., Fiske, Kitayama, Markus, & Nisbett, 1998; Markus & Kitayama, 1991; Mesquita & Frijda, 1992; Mesquita, Frijda, & Scherer, 1997; Scherer & Wallbott, 1994) . Researchers studying emotion recognition have extensively documented both cultural similarities and differences. Cross-cultural studies of emotion recognition have been one of several central sources of evidence in favor of emotional universality. Classic studies (e.g., Ekman, 1972; Ekman, Sorenson, & Friesen, 1969; Izard, 1971 ) demonstrated that facial photographs of Americans expressing basic emotions could be recognized at above-chance accuracy in literate and preliterate cultures. Despite this evidence for universality, the same studies also provide evidence for cultural differences, given that American samples generally outperformed others when viewing these American stimuli. For example, in Izard's (1971) large-scale study, American and European groups correctly identified 75%-83% of the facial photographs, whereas the Japanese group scored 65% and the African group correctly identified only 50%.
"Forced-Choice" Experimental Designs
The majority of studies on the cross-cultural communication of emotion have used "forced-choice" designs, in which participants view expressions and enter multiple-choice responses from a predetermined list. The relative merits of such studies have been hotly debated (e.g., Ekman, 1994; Frank & Stennett, 2001; Haidt & Keltner, 1999; Russell, 1994) . Russell (1993 Russell ( , 1994 argued that these studies prime participants to interpret stimuli as expressions of emotion, portray choices as mutually exclusive categories, and inflate agreement across cultures by constraining choices. He demonstrated that forced choice can show consensus on clearly incorrect categories when relevant choices are missing from the list. Participants may choose a particular label when prompted by a multiple-choice list, even if they would not have generated the same label under free-response conditions (Rosenberg & Ekman, 1995; Wagner, 2000) . Furthermore, response choices are often generated by North American researchers, whose lists may or may not correspond to emotion constructs in other cultures (Haidt & Keltner, 1999; Russell & Yik, 1996) .
However, there are also reasons for researchers to continue using forced-choice designs. First, there are theoretical considerations. Forced-choice designs fit theory that emotions are categorical in nature because individual emotions may have evolved separately to solve distinct problems for human survival (Ekman, 1992; Izard, 1994) . By contrast, Russell (1980) maintained that emotions are qualitatively similar to each other, yet vary quantitatively along underlying dimensions such as valence and arousal. Forced-choice designs also facilitate the testing of recognition rather than production of emotion-related constructs, which are different abilities evolving separately (Izard, 1994) . Theoretical clarity may also decrease the vulnerability of forced-choice studies to methodological artifact, as Izard (1994) argued that theory-based lists of responses are less likely to miss desired choices and artificially boost consensus on an incorrect choice. A second consideration in favor of forcedchoice designs is empirical, as findings using forcedchoice designs generally replicate those using alternative methods such as free-response and dimensional ratings (e.g., Boucher & Carlson, 1980; Ekman, 1994; Haidt & Keltner, 1999; Izard, 1994) . Haidt and Keltner (1999) and Frank and Stennett (2001) replicated high agreement levels with modified forced-choice designs featuring improvements such as an expanded list of emotion words as well as a "none-of-theabove" option. Third, perhaps the likeliest reason forced-choice designs remain is convenience. Dimensional ratings can be tedious for participants, and analyzing open-ended participant responses can be timeconsuming and ambiguous for experimenters.
Analytical Possibilities With Forced-Choice Experiments
Given the popularity of forced-choice designs, it is helpful to consider analytical tools that offer richer perspectives on the data that are collected. Often, researchers using forced-choice studies restrict themselves to examining whether recognition accuracy is greater than that predicted by chance guessing alone, or differences in accuracy across samples. These restrictions have notable exceptions, and the goal of the current article is to highlight a range of analytical tools researchers have used to gain greater insight from forced-choice designs.
Interactions, in Addition to Main Effects
Broadly speaking, two different types of theories can explain cross-cultural differences in emotional communication. The first type is absolutist, examining the fixed attributes of the groups expressing emotion or of the groups perceiving emotion. For example, Matsumoto (1989 Matsumoto ( , 1992 and Schimmack (1996) have argued that collectivistic cultural groups are less accurate at expressing and perceiving negative emotion, because of the risk of disrupting social order. These arguments predict absolute differences in communication accuracy across groups, or "main effects" in terms of an analysis of variance (ANOVA). By contrast, relational theories characterize the relationship between the cultures of the emotional expressor and perceiver rather than the fixed attributes of one group or the other. They focus on match or similarity rather than on absolute characteristics of cultures. In terms of an ANOVA, relational theories predict an interaction between expressor and perceiver cultural groups. Recent empirical work has provided initial support for relational perspectives on emotional communication (Elfenbein & Ambady, 2001) , including a meta-analysis of the cross-cultural literature on emotion recognition suggesting the presence of an in-group advantage (Elfenbein & Ambady, 2002a , 2002b ; but see also Matsumoto, 2002) . That is, emo-tional communication may be more accurate when the expressor and the perceiver are both members of the same cultural group rather than members of different cultural groups.
Both absolutist and relational perspectives can contribute toward a valuable understanding of emotional communication. However, only factorial experimental designs balanced n × n across cultural groups are capable of separating absolutist from relational effects, to examine each of these independent terms while controlling for the other. In balanced studies, members of each culture view stimuli equally from members of their own and members of other groups in the study. Thus, they allow the calculation of absolutist main effects for expressors and for perceivers, as well as the interaction term representing relational effects. The first purpose of this study is to examine evidence for a relational effect by using a balanced design, predicting a replication of the in-group advantage:
Hypothesis 1: There is an in-group advantage in emotional communication.
Correcting for Response Bias
In studying judgments of nonverbal behavior, response scoring has been an important measurement issue (Rosenthal, 1987; Scherer, Banse, & Wallbott, 2001; Wagner, 1993) . Researchers conducting judgment studies generally analyze percentage of accuracy "hit rates" (Wagner, 1993) , which are diagonal entries in a confusion matrix plotting correct answer categories in one dimension and participant judgments in the other. Hit rates indicate the proportion of occasions participants labeled stimuli with the intended category. An extreme example can illustrate why using hit rates exclusively can bias the results of judgment studies. Sorenson (1975) reported that members of the Bahinemo tribe of New Guinea reacted to Ekman, Sorenson, and Friesen's (1969) photographs of facial expressions by labeling all of the stimuli as "angry." Although participants did correctly identify anger expressions 100% of the time, they could not distinguish it from other emotions. To correct for such variability in the use of response categories, Wagner (1993) proposed an "unbiased hit rate," the hit rate multiplied by one minus the rate of false alarms, then normalized with an arcsin transformation. This correction is similar to signal detection methods except, unlike signal detection terms, it allows separate analyses for each stimulus category (Wagner, 1993) .
Meta-analyses and other reviews reflect the methodologies of the studies they include. Most studies in Elfenbein and Ambady's (2002b) recent metaanalysis of emotion recognition did not provide the confusion matrices necessary to calculate unbiased hit rates. However, the majority of these studies fit Wagner's (1993) criteria for relatively low impact from response bias: using posed expressions and stimuli preselected for high accuracy rates. The current study illustrates the use of unbiased hit rates by replicating the in-group advantage while correcting for response bias, with the following prediction:
Hypothesis 2: There is an in-group advantage in emotion using unbiased hit rates.
Learning From Response Bias
Instead of treating response bias exclusively as a problem, researchers can also examine variability in the use of response categories as an opportunity to learn about attributional style in emotional judgments. Although the traditional focus has been on sensitivity in nonverbal communication, judgment biases and errors can be as revealing as accuracy (DePaulo & Friedman, 1998) . Tomkins and McCarter (1964) noted individual differences in participant tendencies to endorse certain emotions. They argued that frequent personal experience with particular emotions can prime individuals toward those emotional states, and they are more likely to attribute those emotions to stimuli whether or not the particular state is present. Indeed, research has validated the relationship between emotional response bias and important social phenomena, notably between hostile attribution bias and children's social adjustment. Aggressive boys have a general bias toward seeing anger and threat in the nonverbal behavior of others (Crick & Dodge, 1994; Nasby, Hayden, & DePaulo, 1980; Schultz, Izard, & Ackerman, 2000) . Moreover, Barth and Bastiani (1997) demonstrated that children's emotion recognition biases were actually more relevant than their recognition accuracy in predicting social behavior.
The current study explores whether patterns of response bias in emotion recognition may differ across cultures. Previous research suggests specific predictions. Matsumoto (1989 Matsumoto ( , 1992 argued that collectivistic cultural groups avoid recognizing negative emotion in order to preserve social order. By contrast, individualistic societies like the United States tolerate and even may encourage the perception of negative emotion. This suggests that collectivist groups would demonstrate patterns of response bias in which they are less likely to attribute negative emotions to others. Furthermore, this tendency would be especially strong when judging members of their own cultural group, with whom social order would be more important. This study examines differences in response bias tendencies and the positive versus negative valence of response bias in particular, with the following predictions:
Hypothesis 3: Valence response bias in emotion recognition will be more positive among perceivers from collectivistic rather than individualistic cultures.
Hypothesis 4: Valence response bias will be more positive when judging emotions expressed by members of the perceiver's own cultural group.
Examining Confusion Profiles
Researchers have also examined systematic patterns in misattributing emotions. Certain emotions may be mistaken at random, whereas others may be mistaken only for specific other emotions. These patterns provide insight into judgments by suggesting the cues used to infer emotions (Banse & Scherer, 1996) . Tomkins and McCarter (1964) noted that their participants showed systematic similarities in error patterns, tending to confuse particular emotions with each other, for example, surprise for fear and disgust for anger. Some confusions never occurred, for example, shame for happiness and vice versa. They argued that emotions are confused with others sharing similar expressive qualities. More recently, Haidt and Keltner (1999) examined misattributions across basic emotions, additional emotions such as embarrassment and amusement, and other expressions such as covering one's face. Arguing that universality is characterized by the discreteness of the modal response choice, in addition to cross-culturally high recognition accuracy, they used error profiles as one source of evidence that expressions ranged in their degree of universality. Scherer et al. (2001) demonstrated strong cross-cultural agreement in systematic error patterns for vocal expressions, albeit with slightly lower agreement levels for the country most culturally disparate from the others they sampled. They argued that it would be worthwhile to replicate this work by using facial expressions, as well as by using a balanced design with several cultural groups, which is the final purpose of this study:
Hypothesis 5: Patterns of emotion recognition errors are substantially similar across cultures.
Thus, the overall goal of this article is to illustrate a variety of analytical techniques for use with forcedchoice judgment studies. We do so by using a new data set, balanced with Indian, Japanese, and American participants, each judging stimuli from all three groups. Because various collectivistic cultures can differ in their emotional tendencies (e.g., Camras et al., 1998) , we include members from two different collectivistic societies.
Method

Emotional Expressions
Stimuli were black-and-white photographs of facial expressions. Researchers developed the photographs while residing in the nation from which the posers originated. From each cultural group, we used one man and one woman posing each of the following: anger, disgust, fear, happiness, neutral, sadness, and surprise. To match practice effects for individual posers, the set from each culture contained an average of 7 individual people posing in two photographs each. Posers from each group were similar in age.
India. Mandal (1987) instructed posers to imagine an emotional situation and to pose an appropriate expression for each emotion. Two separate consensus samples of Indian judges with at least 70% agreement validated recognition levels. Intensity ratings were at least three points higher for the intended emotion than any other emotion, using a 7-point scale.
Japan. Mandal, Harizuka, Bhushan, and Mishra (2001) developed these stimuli by using the same technique and validation methods as the Indian set, with Japanese participants.
United States. Ekman and Friesen's (1976) Pictures of Facial Affect collection was created to conform with their theoretical model for the appearance of prototypical facial expressions of emotion, using the Facial Affect Coding System (FACS; Ekman & Friesen, 1978) . Participants moved their facial muscles according to specific instructions rather than attempting to pose particular emotions. In spite of this methodological difference, we used these photographs because of their wide popularity in emotion recognition research. Given that Ekman and Friesen (1978) developed their model for prototypical expressions within the United States, it is arguably consistent with American norms for appropriate facial expressions. A consensus sample of Americans judged each photograph used in the current study, with the exception of neutral, with accuracy of 88% or greater.
Participants
Perceivers from each country represented in the stimulus materials were university students (India, n ‫ס‬ 48: 30 males and 18 females; Japan, n ‫ס‬ 80: 29 males and 51 females; United States, n ‫ס‬ 68: 28 males and 40 females). American participants had non-Asian ancestry (African American, n ‫ס‬ 5, 7%; Hispanic, n ‫ס‬ 12, 18%; Caucasian, non-Hispanic, n ‫ס‬ 51, 75%).
Judgment Tasks and Procedure
Participants viewed the 42 photographs of facial expressions on a computerized task programmed with SuperLab (1997) 
Results
Cultural Differences in Emotion Recognition Accuracy
Unbiased hit rates were calculated with Wagner's (1993) formula and the confusion matrix 1 for each individual participant and analyzed with a 3 (expresser culture) × 3 (perceiver culture) × 2 (perceiver sex) × 7 (emotion) ANOVA. Accuracy varied across judge cultures, F(2, 190) ‫ס‬ 16.2, p < .01. Tukey's post hoc tests revealed that American participants scored higher than Indian participants, who scored higher than Japanese participants. Consistent with past findings on gender differences (Hall, 1978) , female participants were more accurate than male participants, F(1, 190) ‫ס‬ 5.0, p < .03, r ‫ס‬ .16, although there were no interactions between other factors and judges' gender. Accuracy varied across expressor cultures, F(2, 380) ‫ס‬ 283.8, p < .01. Tukey's post hoc tests revealed that American expressors were more easily understood than Indian expressors, who were more easily understood than Japanese expressors. There was also an effect across emotions, F(6, 1140) ‫ס‬ 256.3, p < .01, such that happiness and neutrality were judged the most accurately, and fear and anger the least. Table 1 lists mean levels of unbiased accuracy across cultures and, for comparison, Table S4 , (see Footnote 1) lists the same using conventional hit rates.
In support of Hypotheses 1 and 2, which predict an in-group advantage in using conventional and unbiased hit rates, respectively, there was an interaction between judge and expressor cultures for conventional hit rates, F(4, 380) ‫ס‬ 11.7, p < .01, and unbiased hit rates, F(4, 380) ‫ס‬ 10.6, p < .01. The in-group advantage uses this interaction term along with contrast weights of ‫ס‬ +2 for in-group judgments and ‫ס‬ −1 for out-group judgments, as per the prediction that residuals show higher accuracy for judging members of one's own cultural group. The correlation between these contrast weights and the interaction residuals, "r alerting " (Rosenthal & Rosnow, 1991) provides an indication of the fit between residuals and the predicted contrast. The r alerting of .91 using conventional hit rates and .95 using unbiased hit rates suggests that this fit is strong. In support of Hypotheses 1 and 2, this contrast representing the in-group advantage was significant for conventional hit rates, F(1, 380) ‫ס‬ 42.7, p < .01, r contrast ‫ס‬ .32, and unbi-1 All supplementary tables referenced in this article, including Tables S1, S2, and S3 containing confusion matrices for Indian, Japanese, and American emotional expressions, respectively, are available via the Internet at www.people.hbs.edu/helfenbein. Note that we list effect sizes for all significance tests aside from omnibus F tests consisting of unfocused comparisons among conditions. Readers without access to the Internet can contact Hillary Anger Elfenbein for a copy of the supplementary tables. (Rosenthal & Rosnow, 1991) .
Cultural Differences in Response Bias
We used a 3 (expressor culture) × 3 (perceiver culture) × 2 (perceiver sex) × 7 (emotion) ANOVA to analyze patterns in response category usage. Note that all main effects for between-subjects terms are zero, as the forced-choice design of the study required that usage across categories total exactly 100% for each participant. Table S5 (see Footnote 1) lists response usage across emotions, judge culture, judge gender, and expressor culture. Participant responses varied across emotions, F(6, 1140) ‫ס‬ 86.2, p < .01. Judges more often endorsed expressions as neutral and happy, and less often as afraid or sad. There was an interaction between emotion and judge culture, F(12, 1140) ‫ס‬ 4.1, p < .01. Japanese participants relatively less often endorsed expressions as afraid and more often as surprised, compared with participants from other groups. Americans relatively more often endorsed expressions as afraid and less often as surprised or disgusted. Unlike the above analysis of accuracy, in response bias there was an interaction between perceiver gender and emotion, F(6, 1140) ‫ס‬ 2.3, p < .04, such that men relatively more often endorsed photographs as neutral and less often as sad. There was also an interaction between emotion and expressor culture, F(12, 3086) ‫ס‬ 289.3, p < .01. Japanese expressions were relatively more often judged as happy and less often as afraid, and American expressions were more often judged as angry and less often as neutral.
Valence response bias is each participant's tendency to endorse emotional expressions as more positive versus negative than the intended category. We coded anger, disgust, fear, and sadness as negative, neutrality and surprise as neutral, and happiness as positive. Each participant's score for valence response bias was the sum of: 2 multiplied by the proportion of negative expressions rated as positive, 1 multiplied by the proportion of negative expressions rated as neutral, 1 multiplied by the proportion of neutral expressions rated as positive, −1 multiplied by the proportion of neutral expressions rated as negative, −1 multiplied by the proportion of positive expressions rated as neutral, and −2 multiplied by the proportion of positive expressions rated as negative.
Thus, participants always rating emotions within their intended valence receive a score of zero, those rating all emotions as positive receive a score of +3, and those rating all emotions as negative receive a score of −3. This score accounts for the uneven distribution of stimuli across the three valences, although the uneven distribution does add to measurement error. Table 2  summarizes values across cultural groups, and Tables  S6, S7 , and S8 (see Footnote 1) list greater detail. Overall, valence response bias was weakly positive (M ‫ס‬ 0.27, scale from −3 to +3).
In contrast with Hypothesis 3, there was no effect for perceiver culture, F(2, 190) ‫ס‬ 0.1, ns. That is, cultural groups did not differ in bias toward endorsing emotions as more positive than intended. There was a large effect for expressor culture, F(2, 380) ‫ס‬ 223.2, p < .01, such that Japanese photographs were generally rated as more positive than Indian or American. There was also an interaction between perceiver and expressor cultures, F(4, 380) ‫ס‬ 3.6, p < .01. The correlation between these interaction residuals and the contrast weights distinguishing between in-group ( ‫ס‬ +2) and out-group ( ‫ס‬ −1) judgments was r alerting ‫ס‬ −.64. In contrast with Hypothesis 4, participants were actually more positive in their response bias with members of other cultural groups. This contrast was significant, F(1, 380) ‫ס‬ 12.4, p < .01, r contrast ‫ס‬ .18, albeit with a small effect size (Rosenthal & Rosnow, 1991) . This effect appears to result exclusively from the Japanese stimuli and participants. Analyzing Indian and American data separately, there is no interaction between perceiver and expressor cultures, F(1, 112) ‫ס‬ 0.0, ns. Table 3 lists correlations among error profiles. These error profiles consist of the confusion matrices from Tables S1, S2, and S3 (see Footnote1) with the diagonal entries removed. In support of Hypothesis 5, there is substantial agreement across cultures. The average correlation was .84 for error profiles containing a common group of expressors and was .60 for profiles based on different expressor groups. This suggests that different cues contained within stimuli may be partially responsible for variations in error patterns.
Confusion Patterns Across Cultures
In addition to error patterns, it is also worthwhile to examine agreement in accuracy patterns. An accuracy profile is the vector of accuracy values across all the individual emotions tested. Tables S9 and S10 (see Footnote 1) list correlations among accuracy profiles using unbiased and conventional hit rates, respectively. Although conventional hit rates display strong agreement, unbiased hit rates show great variability. Unbiased hit rates had average correlation of .66 for profiles containing a common group of perceivers, and −.16 for profiles based on different perceiver groups. This suggests that some perceiver groups are systematically more accurate with some emotions than others. This notion is supported by a significant interaction between perceiver culture and emotion in the earlier analysis of unbiased hit rates, F(12, 1140) ‫ס‬ 18.3, p < .01. The difference between Tables S9 and S10 (see Footnote 1) suggests that response bias may hide cultural differences when analyzing conventional hit rates, and may overstate universality.
Discussion
These results highlight the value for researchers studying emotion recognition with forced-choice designs to use a range of additional methods and analytical techniques beyond simple percentage of accuracy. First, looking beyond absolute effects that can characterize cultural differences in emotional communication, we examined a relational effect using the interaction between the cultural groups of expressors and perceivers. Second, we used error patterns to apply Wagner's (1993) response bias correction to accuracy levels. Using corrected values, we replicated the in-group advantage (Elfenbein & Ambady, 2002b) , which suggests that the effect does not result from artifactual bias in the use of response categories. This replication does not imply that response bias is unimportant, but rather that it is not responsible for previous findings of this particular effect using this particular methodology. Posed expressions preselected for high accuracy tend to be the least vulnerable to response bias problems (Wagner, 1993) . However, as we discuss below, in the current study one result did differ markedly across corrected versus uncorrected values. Calculating unbiased hit rates is tedious but by no means difficult. It is worthwhile for researchers to use corrected values and to reanalyze data sets to confirm that prior findings do not result from response artifacts.
Third, we treated response bias as an opportunity to learn more about attributional style. We found evidence for cross-cultural similarities in the willingness to endorse particular emotions, as well as some dif- Note. Bold typeface indicates correlations between confusion matrices sharing the same nation of expressors, and underlined typeface indicates correlations between confusion matrices sharing the same nation of judges.
ferences. We investigated more closely a specific prediction, but found no cross-cultural differences in perceivers' tendency to endorse emotions as more positive than they actually are. In contrast with prediction, participants had greater positive bias when judging members of out-group cultures. We speculate they may have been polite in attributing greater positivity to expressions they found ambiguous or confusing. Fourth, the current study provides additional evidence for cultural universals and differences in patterns of error and accuracy. As Scherer et al. (2001) found with vocal expression, there was substantial agreement in the patterns of emotion recognition errors when judging facial expressions. This was particularly true for profiles involving a common set of expressors. Making common errors with common stimuli suggests that perceivers use many pan-cultural cues and decision rules. However, accuracy patterns across emotions-at least using unbiased hit ratesappeared to differ across cultural groups of perceivers. Because uncorrected hit-rate accuracy values displayed broad universality in these patterns, the response bias correction may be worthwhile to avoid possibly overstating the degree of universality in patterns of emotion recognition accuracy.
This study has important limitations that future research should address. First and most important, the methods of creating stimuli varied. Although all matched across age, gender, and practice effects, the Indians and Japanese attempted to pose emotions, whereas the Americans posed specific muscle movements. This likely accounts for higher recognition rates of American photographs. The participant groups also differed, as American perceivers attended a nationally ranked liberal arts school, Indian perceivers attended a nationally ranked science school, and Japanese perceivers attended a school not nationally ranked. This may help account for cultural main effects and in some cases very low recognition rates. This study also examined emotion recognition outside of its social and functional context. The asocial nature of viewing facial expressions on a computer screen may understate the role of norms arising in social context (Buck, 1984) . Additionally, this study used static, posed black-and-white photographs of facial expressions. Stimuli capturing more closely the dynamic, full-color, full-channel nature of emotional expressions would bolster ecological validity. Another limitation is that cultural group membership was apparent to participants through the facial features of the emotional stimuli. This confounds possible motivational differences and stereotypes about members of different cultures (Hess, Senecal, & Kirouac, 1996) , with effects possibly due to subtle differences in emotional expressive style.
Future research should further theory that can account for empirical observations of differences in emotional communication across cultures. For example, Ambady (2002a, 2002b ) used a speculative metaphor of emotional "dialects" -whereby emotional expression is a universal language, with dialects that may differ across culturesthat awaits direct testing. Stimulus materials should be unconstrained to allow cultural differences to emerge, and these spontaneous or matched culturally consistent emotional expressions could be judged with a balanced design.
2 Analyzing judgments in terms of a lens model (Brunswick, 1955; Gifford, 1994) could reveal how specific differences in emotional expression map onto differences in perception.
3
The current article emphasizes support for emerging theories of emotional communication that integrate evidence for both universality and cultural specificity. In empirically evaluating such theories, it is helpful for researchers to use a range of analytical techniques that weave together diverse strands of evidence. 2 We thank Klaus Scherer for suggesting this design for a future study. 3 We thank an anonymous reviewer for this suggestion.
